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Why I Write

HELPING PRISONERS ON DEATH ROW LIVE CONNECTED AND FRUITFUL LIVES

Someday
Someday I’ll leave this world. 
Someday my soul will fly away. 
Someday I’ll close my eyes. 
Someday I’ll say good-bye.

Someday I’ll breathe my last. 
Someday I’ll be laid to rest. 
Someday O’ someday 
I’ll see the Angel of death.

W hen I first came to prison I was at a 
6th or 7th grade reading level, even 
though I’d graduated high school, 

became a medic in the Army National Guard, 
and did a semester for Architectural Drafting and 
Mechanical Drawing. Maybe it was all the alcohol 
but not only was my reading sub-par; being forced 
to write letters, it was obvious that neither my 
writing nor spelling were good either. However I 
was determined to better myself. I started reading 
fiction books first, to better my comprehension, 
which also helped my spelling and vocabulary.

Before I knew it, I was writing like a champ. All 
my writing was self-serving, to keep in touch with 
the outside. It was only when I had something 
to say that I considered picking up the pen to 
express myself though creative writing. My first 
misconduct landed me in the hole for 85 days 
where I read the book “Plain Rhetoric.” It gave me 
the skills necessary to properly express myself 
in a constructive manner. It was 15 years before 
I even considered letting others in on my private 
thoughts. Surprisingly I got positive feedback, and 
was noticed for the right things. Instead of bottling 

Someday may come unexpectedly. 
Someday may show up early. 
Someday could be far away. 
Someday may be today.

Someday could arrive this year. 
Someday could suddenly appear. 
Someday, for you may be near. 
My question to you is, 
Will you be READY  
    when someday is here?

up my anger and frustration I’d focus it into a 
poem or essay. Having works published really 
boosted my self esteem; it was a therapeutic 
endeavor as well.

This is my voice. My little whimper in the dark 
abyss of death row. Only when I learned through 
suffering did I have something to say. Artists are 
to be the conscience of society, whether it is in 
writing, painting, singing, playing an instrument, 
etc. It’s a way to make the intangible interior life 
materialize to those who are currently struggling. 
When what I write strikes a chord with someone 
else, we are no longer alone. We are connected 
in that inner plane. I write because what I have 
is not my own but is the merchandise of all who 
may be touched by the dark and the light. It lets 
the reader into this broken vessel to look through 
the cracks from the inside-out.
 I write because I have to. How can anyone 
know, if they have never been told, about the 
pain that wracks my soul. As I write, my thoughts 
became more ordered and then the answers 
are found. No sooner does it flow from my pen 

LaTwon R. Weaver 
California Deaht Row 
San Quentin, CA

(continued on page 2)



Letters  
to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are welcomed 
from all prisoners (this includes 
non-death row prisoners) and the 
outside community.
In submitting letters, we ask that 
compassionate and introspective 
guidelines apply to your 
communications.
Limit size to 400 words or less. 
Letters may be edited for clarity  
and space considerations.

SEND ALL  
COMMUNICATIONS TO:
COMPASSION OFFICE 
140 W. South Boundary Street 
Perrysburg, OH 43551

COMPASSION OUTSIDE  
COORDINATOR
compassionondeathrow@msn.com 
TEL: 419-874-1333 
FAX: 419-874-3441

WEBSITE ADDRESS:
www.compassionondeathrow.net
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PLEASE NOTE: Any opinions 
expressed in this publication are 
those of the individuals writing them 
and not of Compassion or other 
staff members. Anything death row 
prisoners write may jeopardize their 
future appeals. This may limit the 
scope of their expressions.

Editorial:  Cornucopia

George Wilkerson
Editor
North Carolina Death Row
Raleigh, NC

PUBLISHER 
Compassion

EDITOR 
George Wilkerson

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Anthony Cain, 

Konstantinos Fotopoulos,  
and Melvin Speight  

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Robert Brandy, Al Cunningham, 

Franklin Davis, Nate Fair, Jr.,  
Edgar B. Garcia, Ian Gilmer,  

Melvin Knight, Kevin Marinelli,  
Tai Chin Preyor, John Robinson,  

and LaTwon R. Weaver

All stories are subject to editing for  
grammar, sentence structure, and clarity.

O nce upon a time there was a farmer who 
grew excellent quality corn. Every year, 
she won the blue ribbon at the State Fair 

for Best Grown Corn. One year, a reporter asked 
her what her secret was. “I share my seed corn 
with all my neighbors,” the farmer  
stated matter-of-factly. 

“What! How can you risk sharing your  
best seed corn with you neighbors when  
you know they’ll be competing against you  
next year?” the shocked reporter asked.

The farmer said, “Don’t you know? The wind 
lifts pollen from ripening corn and swirls it 
from field to field. If my neighbors grow inferior 
corn, cross-pollination will steadily degrade the 
quality of my corn. If I am to grow good corn, I 
must help my neighbors grow good corn.”

So it is with our lives. We are all interconnected, 
and whether active or passive we influence 
the world around us. Those who want to live 
meaningfully and well must help enrich the lives 
of others. The welfare of one is braided with the 
welfare of all. This concept goes by many names: 
call it the Power of Collectivity; call it a Principle 
of Success; call it a Universal Law, a Truth of Life, 
synergy, or gestalt arising out of group dynamics. 
Whatever we call it, the simple fact is that none 
of us truly wins until we all win. Humanity is a 
race, but not the kind that lines us up against 
each other. Rather it’s one that unites us. 

Our default position is an US vs. THEM 
mentality, and our culture preaches individuality, 

emphasizing uniqueness – which further 
alienates us from others even as our souls 
starve for connection. We are not created to be 
alone. Whether we know it or not, we are part 
of something bigger, something that transcends 
our subdivisions of gender, class, age, team, 
and clan. Life is about relationships: between 
us-and-God, and us-and-others. Love is the 
nourishing force that keeps everything growing 
and producing a high-quality harvest, making all 
of us better people.

Our differences are not designed to divide 
us, but to spice up our relationships, to offer 
alternative perspectives, to impart value by 
gifting each of us with something special to bring 
to the feast.

when I realize what has happened – epiphany, revelation. Sometimes I say, “It must 
be God, since I’m not that wise.” The hand is moved by the soul, and only then can we 
understand it is the work of eternity. Another feels what I felt, and only afterwards can 
they understand the plight of the “other,” I write to make you feel and understand. I read 
to get out of myself and connect to the writer.  
How can anyone know if they aren’t told?  
How can you tell them if you don’t write? 

Kevin Marinelli 
Pennsylvania Death Row 
Waynesburg, PA

Continued from cover...



Eliminate All Intentional 
Inhumane Acts Between 
Human Beings
Your respect for other people’s godly rights 
to enjoy their lives and properties is the only 
acceptable way to stop people from committing 
intentional violent acts against each other in 
this world. It’s so simple to do that even the 
most vicious people can start living a lifestyle 
free of violent acts.

The human body can adapt to any habit, 
good or bad, just by regular repetition of the 
words or acts. When you ask a person to do 
something, make sure you give him or her the 
confidence needed to accomplish the task.  
In other words, be able to point to yourself  
as an example.

Can you imagine living in a world free of 
racial discrimination, racial prejudice, racial 
segregation, racial bias, ungodly religious 
discrimination, violent crimes, wars or any 
other kinds of intentional ungodly acts between 
human beings? To obtain such a world, we 
need its people to respect each other’s godly 
rights to enjoy his or her life and property.

We know that a respectful person is a humane 
person. We also know that respect is almost as 
powerful as love. If you don’t respect a person, 
it’s harder to love that person. On the other 
hand, you don’t have to love a person in order 
to respect that person. That is why we can 
respect our enemies’ godly rights.

Respect for people’s godly rights to their lives 
and properties should be a mandated course 
being taught throughout our education system 
and in the prisons to inmates.

I ask whosoever is reading this message, if you 
were mandated to take the humanity test on 
the herein subjects, would you pass?

Tears To Be Shed
Playgrounds, our homes, universities,  
     and  malls,

Met with unprovoked destruction,  
I cannot name ‘em all.

Pitting victims far and wide against the    
     mighty courts,

Dark chaos and misfortune on our soils  
     and airports.

Terrorists shock our conscious at every  
     given glance.

Join the call, bend a knee, and say a  
     prayer for France.

Isis, North Korea, neither of our choosing,

A once-known tolerant humanity appears  
     to be losing.

While select few result in ever paying costs,

Fragile and innocent lives continue  
     being lost.

Violent rushing rivers of Tears To Be Shed,

Breaking News Flashes swirl around  
     my head.

Pounding away relentlessly are machines  
     of several wars, 

Images of vast ruin: Please tell em what  
     they’re for.

Why can’t inmates donate organs, I ask you?

Perhaps the world’s priorities just  
     remain askew.

“I Can’t Breathe – Hand’s Up! – Don’t Shoot”

This enduring epidemic surely isn’t moot.

Global Media routinely lost astray in chatter,

Untaxed bureaucrats’ wallets getting fatter.

Have we said “farewell” to Harmony  
     and Peace?

Does # All Lives Matter exist if only to  
     be fleeced?
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Letters to the Editor:

James Jones 
SCI Fayette 
LaBelle, PA

 Heaven Spelled 
Backwards

Water searches through streams 
Bouncing off of channels 
Moving in one direction with one destination 
And that’s to reach the Ocean
A seed has to die to grow 
As a man has to die to live 
Nothing ever stays the same 
For life is just a constant flow
He spoke through Nevaeh 
And it sounded like Heaven from the peace  
     in her voice 
Which reminded him that some good could  
     come out of a tragedy 
Life has but one face 
Yet we seem to blame her for the suffering and  
     all the casualties that obscure her path 
While her true purpose was to be enjoyed 
For her justice is fair in the eyes of the overcomer 
But of great consequence to the faint at heart
Paralyzed by captivity 
If only he could face his fears and fly 
He’d find his freedom in the midnight hours 
In those hours when everyone else was asleep 
A still voice would echo loud enough for only  
    him to hear 
The voice gave him chills 
And awoke him every night at the same time  
     in a frightful state 
Oh, how he’d wish that he could go into  
     his cocoon 
And hide away for those years of tribulation 
And come again as a butterfly fully developed 
He would fly away 
Even if the lovely bird would loan him her wings 
Maybe he could fly far away from his troubles  
     into the land of the free
For in a moment’s time his knees buckled 
And sweat beat down the middle of his  
     strong back 
It was there that he realized that “Freedom”  
     was not a physical place 
For she was even more desirous than what  
     he imagined 
And agreed to meet him right where he was at 
But only under one condition 
He had to take the first step 
And in that step it signified a new beginning  
     for him 
For his life was forever changed 
He was no longer held bondage by fear- 
For he was free on the inside

Robert Brandy 
Toledo Correctional Institution 
Toledo, OH

Dedicated to Nevaeh Brandy

Michael Flinner 
www.inmatge organs.org 
San Quentin, CA  



Ian Gilmer 
Colorado Death Row 
Sterling, CO
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Ami White

When she was five years old Ami White lost her Mother, Cathy, to murder. Ami has 
spoken to many groups of the pain and despair she felt then and in the years since.  
She also recognizes that those on death row who are executed have families too. 
“Those family members, those children, experience the same kind of pain and 
devastation that I felt.”
Ami formerly served as president of the Texas Chapter of Murder Victims’ Families  
for Reconciliation and was featured in a documentary, “Meeting a Killer” where she 
met face-to-face with one of the men who murdered her mother. Ami says, “To me,  
the most premeditated murder of all is the death penalty. It only creates more victims 
and more pain.”
For more information visit www.journeyofhope.org

The Despair I Felt

Eleven Years of Reflection

I was sitting thinking…If I was sitting here, 29 
years old, in prison, face to face with myself 
at 18 years old, what would I tell myself…? 

I think I’d tell myself to pay attention to human 
nature, love people, and don’t sweat the small 
things. Most of all let down your guard, love 
and be loved…Don’t be afraid of things that are 
unsure…Don’t let the fear of the future consume 
you to the point you can’t function…Let yourself 
be loved, don’t’ be afraid…I’d tell myself that 
loving someone deeply gives you courage and 
that being loved deeply gives you strength…I’d 
tell myself that you can’t rely solely on yourself in 
this life, period…You’ve got to make certain that 
whatever fortune you seek is the fortune you 
need, and I’m not talking financials…
I’d tell myself that time never waits for anything, 
ever. Time devours. Time will leave you behind. 
Time’s your greatest burden in your life…  
And your greatest challenge is to live in spite of 
that burden…
I’d tell myself that in times of darkness, doubt, 
and sorrow, reach for Love…Love her…Don’t 
doubt her…Family is a haven in this heartless 
world, so love the people who love you, because 
grief can be so long and painful… Keep her 
close, or she’ll end up a phantom that comes 

from both the future and the past. She’s your 
mirror, the person who shows you everything 
that’s holding you back. She’s who brings you to 
your own attention, so that you can change your 
life, which you’re wasting. She’s probably the 
single most important person you’ll ever meet, 
because she tears down your walls and smacks 
you awake; she reveals a whole other layer of 
yourself to you…so don’t have sex with her 
sister, idiot…She’ll never forgive you for it and 
things will never be the same. It’s not worth it. 
You have to realize that when you have every-
thing, you have everything to lose…Think about 
that. All the refined artistic expression of living 
is trapped within a delicate mixture of letting 
go and holding on…Loving her is your real true 
destiny. You won’t find the meaning of this life by 
yourself, but only with her help along the way. 
Love is giving someone all the means to com-
pletely destroy you, but relying on them not to… 
She’s not going to, so don’t dwell on that false 
possibility. You’re your very own devil, and you 
can surely turn this world into your very own Hell. 
And she’s willing and able to walk through Hell to 
be with you, but don’t put her through that. 
You need to take back control by accepting 
some responsibility for things. You look all over, 

anywhere besides the mirror, for the answers 
to the problems in your life. Instead, you walk 
around like a martyr expecting pity for the 
problems you’ve created in your own head. You 
have to at least try to consider the fact that you 
may be the root of the problems you go through 
and try to use some of your energy on fixing them. 
Sometimes, there’s no soft place to fall, and 
that’s okay. You can fall a million times, and it 
doesn’t mean anything unless you don’t get back 
up. You can fail many times, but you’re not a 
failure until you start to blame someone else… 
Someday, all your pain will be useful to you. Be 
something, make something of yourself, and 
realize that you’re miles away from anything 
resembling “perfect.” Man is not the creature of 
circumstances…Circumstances are the creature 
of men. Benjamin Disraeli said that. You have 
the opportunity to say either, “This will define 
me,” or, “I will overcome it.” Don’t be so damned 
bleak and negative. Take time to realize that 
there’s still hope between the dreams…



Untitled

PRISONERS PLEASE HELP – WE NEED MORE WORKS OF ART
All proceeds from artwork and a portion from all donations are given in college scholarship 
form to family members of murder victims. Please see page 2 for address to send artwork.
To obtain a scholarship application, visit our website, email, or phone us using the 
information on page 2.

12” x 9” Colored Pencil

$40.00 includes postage and handling

To purchase make your check to Compassion  
and send to the address on page 2.

By Kevin Marinelli 
Pennsylvania Death Row 
Waynesburg, PA

Original Art Work for Scholarships
D O N AT E D  B Y  D E AT H  R O W  P R I S O N E R S
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Thinking ManHow Do  
You Spend  
Your Time?

I am the thinking man
I am the city of Troy that was destined 
to stand
I am Atlas down on one knee holding 
the world like a boulder
I am Samson with thick locks hanging 
past my shoulders
Believe it or not, we all have a little 
Judas in us
We need to focus on getting the 
teachings of Buddha in us
Martin Luther King got his teachings 
from Gandhi
I’m more like Malcom X without a pack 
of fearless men behind me
Just like Jesus being nailed to the cross
I gained a lot and a lot I lost
How can you expect peace pointing 
your AK?
Even with freedom of speech I still 
have to watch what I say
Racism still exists so we will never be a 
united nation
All eyes are on me as I walk through 
the gas station
Trump is our president, it’s not an 
illusion
Black lives do matter, what’s the 
confusion?
When Cecil the lion was murdered you 
was one of the first to protest
Many of us has been murdered on 
death row 
You didn’t even send out a tweet or 
text
My thoughts are always bouncing 
around in my head
Like, don’t give me death, give me my 
old life back instead
I am just a thinking man

Someone asked me recently “How do 
you spend your time?” My response was 
probably fairly typical, as I mentioned 

some of my daily tasks. However, as I thought 
more about the question later, I realized that I 
don’t “spend” my time…I “invest” it.
When we “spend” something, it means 
that the asset spent is gone. In its place we 
have something of temporary value… a car, 
electricity, clothing… all are good, but they 
don’t last.

However, when we “invest”, we usually end 
up with something of greater or lasting value.
I’m investing my time and energies in 
communicating with my friends, in writing 
poems and articles, and doing whatever 
creative things I can to keep my mind active 
and with positive thoughts.

Al Cunningham 
California Death Row 
San Quentin, CA

Franklin Davis 
Texas Death Row 
Livingston, TX 
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Prison Activist Resource Center (PARC) 
P.O. Box 70447 
Oakland, CA  94612

Write for a FREE 24-page resource directory

Prison Book Program 
c/o Lucy Parsons Bookstore 
1306 Hancock Street, Suite 100 
Quincy, MA  02169

Write for a FREE 6-page resource list.  

Also accepts requests for FREE books  
from prisoners in all states except:   
CA, TX, MD, IL, MI, NV 

Time

Resource List

Where does the time go when we’re 
locked up?
Days to weeks, months to years
Thoughts filling me
With nothing but fears?
We are both serving a sentence:
Time
The price we pay
Anticipation building up.
I can’t wait for that day.
Through letters we write and 
pictures we see
When this is over
Will you really love me?
Thirty days in the hole craving your 
touch
It’s crazy how I miss you so much.
Six years locked up 
So much down the drain.
All I’m left with
Is nothing but pain.
I swear to you this
My white towel is thrown in
My old life is over
Ready for our new one to begin.

Melvin Knight 
Pennsylvania Death Row 
Waynesburg, PA

Dear Santa,
I’m not sure what to ask for this year, because there is so much need out there. Santa, this year has been 
so hard. We have seen so many horrible things occur: from police brutality to terrorist attacks; from 
homelessness to joblessness, death, destruction, hate and despair.
I know you’re inundated with wish lists and folks asking for all sorts of things they consider absolutely 
essential to their well-being. But is there anything you can do about my requests? What can you give us  
to fix all this pain?
All I want for Christmas is compassion and understanding. An understanding that can only be accomplished 
when there is mutual respect and trust. But how can we get there if we have prominent political figures 
spewing hateful language and condemning an entire religion? 
How can we get there if we have reports of police killing unarmed citizens and not being held responsible  
for their actions? How can we get there when so many don’t have a roof over their heads and all politicians 
try to do is roll out a tarp to cover the problem? How can we get there if we are still marginalized, vilified  
and ostracized? From your perspective I’m sure you can see there is no respect, there is no trust and  
there is no understanding. 
Santa, I know that you want to make everyone happy. I know that you want peace on earth, but how can 
we get there? The planet is warming up so quickly it is frightening. Our ecosystems are changing, and our 
seasons are getting more extreme in some cases. There are places on the planet that won’t be there in a  
few years, given the rise of the ocean level. 
Many of these things we can fix ourselves, if only we could muster the collective resolve; I hope we’re not 
bothering you with things that are beyond your powers to address. Santa, Noel is not well for us in too  
many critical ways. If we don’t get it together, we may not have the will or desire to write to you next year.
Let us hope that you’re not as stressed out as we are, not up to your beard in problems that even an extra 
reindeer – endangered as they are – won’t improve your speed to attend to world needs.
You understand very well the gift of giving, and that’s a lesson we must apply if we are to even make a minor 
step toward making ourselves safe and secure. 
Thanks Santa for anything you can do to answer 
our issues and always remember that our good 
wishes go with you, as well as the hope that the 
melting polar caps won’t impede your journeys.            

Letter to Santa

He woke me up this morning, 
Started me on my way. 
He gave me food and shelter, 
Protection along Life’s way. 
I may not be right 
Where I want to be, 
But I know God’s plan is best for me— 
Because the Lord is blessing me RIGHT NOW…

(chorus)
Ohhh… The Lord is blessing me… Right now 
(Right now) Right now. 
I can feel His mercy 
As I praise His name right now (RIGHT NOW). 
I may not be able to see 
What plans He has for me 
But the Lord…is blessing me right now  
(Right Now).

He gave me mobility, 
Joy is what I’ve found in Thee; 
Peace of mind – 
Oh, Lord, it came with Thee; the Lord 
Sure ‘nuff, He’s blessing me. 
I said I may not be right 
Where I want to be, 
But now I know God’s plan is best for me 
Because the Lord is blessing me RIGHT NOW

(chorus) 2x

God Is Blessing Me Right Now

Nate Fair, Jr. 
North Carolina Death Row 
Raleigh, NC



COMPASSION DONATION | PARTICIPATION FORM
A portion of your donation will be given  
in college scholarships to family members 
of murdered victims.
q  Benefactor – $10,000
q  Lead Donor – $5,000
q  Gold Donor – $2,500
q  Silver Donor – $1,000
q  Bronze Donor – $500
q  Patron – $100.00 To $499.00
q  Subscriber – $50.00
q  Prisoners Not On Death Row – $25.00
q  Other

Enclosed is $  for the donation/subscription checked on the left.

q  Please keep my gift anonymous.

Name

Organization

Address 

City State Zip

Day Phone Evening Phone

Please send tax deductible contribution to:  
St. Rose Peace & Justice / Compassion 
140 W. South Boundary St., Perrysburg, OH 43551

Thank you to our donors who are making this publication possible.

NO DONATION 
IS TOO SMALL

Compassion is sent free to all 3,000 death-row prisoners.  
Your donation in any amount will help us to continue this outreach. 

Also, Thank You to Our 
Subscribers & Other Donors.

1. Write about an experience that impacted you.

2. It doesn’t have to be religious. Here are some themes: 
anger, apathy, beauty, betrayal, boredom, change, 
complacency, courage, fear, friendship, growing older, 
jealousy, pride, purpose, vices, and wisdom.

3. Use sensory details – the smell, who said what, its 
color, how cold it felt. Sensory details connect your 
experience to your readers.

7 Suggestions and Guidelines
4. There’s no need to use big words when a simpler  

one suffices: leave your ego at the door with your 
case: this isn’t the place for either one.

5. Look for ways to unify; help; and solve problems.

6. Be authentic. Be yourself. No one’s perfect.

7. Try to limit it to 400 words or less, and if possible 
enclose a photo of yourself.

Martha Baldoni
An Anonymous Friend
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 Apathy and 
Greed: The Root
Stones upon stones make that primitive wall
The same one that ignites  
     inextinguishable fires
Whether it’s rage, love or an  
     uncontrolled desire
One thing is for sure, the flames get higher  
     and higher.
It long to spread along the field of freedom
But instead is captive to the fury of nothingness
Where hope evaporates like smoke into  
     the darkness
And death seems to be the newfound  
     brightness.
Even fire needs air, wood or something to burn
Like hate needs rage and love needs  
     to be learned.
How can we seek change when evil  
     constantly returns?
Politicians claim to care but only hunger  
     for the loot,
Lacking wisdom on all levels, apathy and  
     greed the root.
An injustice, a system broken at the core;
Judges, prosecutors only feed it more  
     and more.
Portrayal of rehabilitation with the highest  
     prison population
Recidivism to the roof from the lack  
     of education.
Preach human rights to the world but we  
     are truly in violation
Breaking bright young minds with  
     utter isolation
Creating mental instability but refusing  
     to address the situation.
We call ourselves civilized but kill  
     god’s creation.
You call me a killer and sentence me to  
     death without hesitation.
I take a life to survive; you take MANY as  
     an occupation.
But I am the criminal, the problem,  
     the pollution.
Yet, you lie, give time-cuts to keep alive  
     your executions.
It’s sad to see the fire burning in  
     these institutions
Yet no one seems to be in search of a solution.

Reflection

When you want to rest, to grow, to 
develop, shut the door, go into your inner 
being. Meditate in quiet and treasure  
your connectedness.
That incredible quietness is always with us, 
drawing us deeper into ourselves and  
into others.
We grow in the same measure that we 
come to be persons. In some way, that is  
so unsettling to people today.
Become aware to the length and breadth, 
the height and depth within yourself and 
you will learn, you will be enlightened.  

The options become more clear, the 
temptations more and more subtle. With 
words, people can contemplate consciously 
the simplest of things – flowers, life, sun  
and moon, stars and sand, each other.

Each thing gives us its moment of 
transparency and clarity – if we act upon 
even our hesitating belief.

John Robinson 
Kansas Death Row 
El Dorado, KS

Edgar B. Garcia 
Federal Death Row 
Terra Haute, IN


